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Although the method of direct instruction must be sparingly
used, the teacher has much more powerful weapons at his
command in the forces of sympathy and suggestion. By
sympathy his own feelings are communicated, and by sugges-
tion his own ideas on the beautiful are directly transferred to
the pupil, the latter not realizing their true source. It follows
that the teacher must have true taste himself, or he cannot be
the means of implanting it in children. Pupils will tend to
enjoy what a sympathetic teacher enjoys; they will always
* catch' an attitude of genuine enthusiasm. But sham enthu-
siasm is of no avail; it is the real attitude of the teacher that
is effective, not what he says.
Lastly, we may inquire what is the place of doing and
striving in the cultivation of taste. It is generally agreed that
people who play ought to be good judges of music, and that
people who write ought to be good judges of literature. But
concert-goers and enthusiastic readers rightly decline to allow
the executants, the composers, and the writers sole power
of judging. We may admit, however, that intelligence in
judging is increased and feeling is fostered by successful
imitation of works of art, especially if that imitation gives way
to creative effort. Now most of us, if we try, can play or sing
a little, draw and paint a little, write a little; and our eflbrts,
whatever their objective value may be, will aid the cultivation
of our taste. Thus we should encourage our pupils, by all the
means in our power, to be young musicians, essayists, poets,
and artists, not judging their efforts unsympathctically. The
danger lies, of course, in thinking that in doing this we are
necessarily cultivating a love of the beautiful. It is quite
certain that admiration of a work of art is compatible with
entire inability to produce anything; and it is equally certain
that undue emphasis on the practical clement in the cultiva-
tion of taste may produce an admiration of mere technique,
which is not taste at alL But attempts at performance do help
at least the intellectual analysis that guides the formation of
taste.
The ideal, of course, is to create works of art oneself; but
in practice the possibility of successful achievement seems to

